Abstract. This paper presents a constraint-based method for generating universally quantified loop invariants over array and scalar variables. Constraints are solved by means of an SMT solver, thus leveraging recent advances in SMT solving for the theory of non-linear arithmetic. The method has been implemented in a prototype of program analyzer, and a wide sample of examples illustrating its power is shown.
Introduction
Discovering loop invariants is an essential task for verifying the correctness of software. In particular, for programs manipulating arrays, usually one has to take into account invariant relationships among values stored in arrays and scalar variables. However, due to the unbounded nature of arrays, invariant generation for these programs is a challenging problem. In this paper we present a method for generating universally quantified loop invariants over array and scalar variables.
Namely, programs are assumed to consist of unnested loops and linear assignments, conditions and array accesses. Let a = (A 1 , . . . , A m ) be the array variables. Given an integer k > 0, our method generates invariants of the form:
where C, E i j , B are linear polynomials with integer coefficients over the scalar variables v and a i j , d i j , b α ∈ Z for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. This family of properties is quite general and allows handling a wide variety of programs.
Our method builds upon the so-called constraint-based invariant generation approach for discovering linear invariants [CSS03] , i.e., invariants expressed as linear inequalities over scalar variables. By means of Farkas' Lemma, the problem of the existence of an inductive invariant for a loop is transformed into a satisfiability problem in propositional logic over non-linear arithmetic. Despite the potential of the approach, its application has been limited so far due to the lack of good solvers for the obtained non-linear constraints.
However, recently significant progress has been made in SMT modulo the theory of non-linear arithmetic. In particular, the Barcelogic SMT solver has shown to be very effective on finding solutions in quantifier-free non-linear integer arithmetic [BLO + 12]. These advances motivated us to revisit the constraint-based approach for linear invariants and extend it to programs with arrays.
is presented, where invariants are generated by examining candidates supplied by an interpolating theorem prover. In addition to suffering from similar arithmetic reasoning problems as [KV09] , the approach also requires program assertions.
Other methods use computational algebra, e.g., [HHKR10] . One of the limitations of [HHKR10] is that array variables are required to be either write-only or read-only. Hence, unlike our method, programs such as Sequential initialization [HP08] and Array insertion (see Section 5) cannot be handled.
The technique presented in this paper belongs to the constraint-based methods. In this sense it is related to that in [BHMR07a] . There, the authors present a constraintbased algorithm for the synthesis of invariants expressed in the combined theory of linear integer arithmetic (LI) and uninterpreted function symbols (UIF). By means of the reduction of the array property fragment to LI+UIF, it is claimed that the techniques can be extended for the generation of universally quantified invariants for arrays. However, the language of our invariants is outside the array property fragment, since we can generate properties where indices do not necessarily occur in array accesses (e.g., see the Array initialization or the Partial initialization examples in Section 5). Finally, the technique in [BHMR07a] is applied in [BHMR07b] to generating path invariants in the context of the CEGAR loop. As the framework in [BHMR07b] is independent of any concrete invariant generation technique, we believe that our method could be used as an alternative in a portfolio approach to path invariant-based program analysis.
Preliminaries

Transition Systems
Henceforth we will model programs by means of transition systems. A transition system P = u, L, ℓ 0 , T consists of a tuple of variables u, a set of locations L, an initial location ℓ 0 and a set of transitions T . Each transition τ ∈ T is a triple ℓ, ℓ ′ , ρ τ , where ℓ, ℓ ′ ∈ L are the pre and post locations respectively, and ρ τ is the transition relation: a first-order Boolean formula over the program variables u and their primed versions u ′ , which represent the values of the variables after the transition. In general, to every formula P (or expression E) over the program variables u we associate a formula P ′ (or expression E ′ ) which is the result of replacing every variable u i in P (or E) by its corresponding primed version u ′ i . In this paper we will consider scalar variables, which take integer values, and array variables. We will denote scalar variables by v and array variables by a. The size of an array A ∈ a is denoted by |A| and the domain of its indices is {0 . . . |A| − 1} (i.e., indices start at 0, as in C-like languages). We assume that arrays can only be indexed by expressions built over scalar variables. Hence, by means of the read/write semantics of arrays, we can describe transition relations as array equalities (possibly guarded by conjunctions of equalities and disequalities between scalar expressions) and quantified information of the form ∀α : 0
, where P does not depend on array variables. For example, Figure 1 shows a program together with its transition system. A path π between two locations is associated to a transition relation ρ π which is obtained by composition of the corresponding transitions relations. 
e., indicates those variables that remain identical after a transition.
For instance, in the transition system in Figure 1 , the transition relations of the paths π 0 = (l 0 , τ 0 , l 1 ), π 1 = (l 1 , τ 2 , l 3 , τ 3 , l 1 ) and π 2 = (l 1 , τ 2 , l 3 , τ 4 , l 1 ) are:
A path is cyclic if it contains a cycle. A set of locations S is a cutset if every cyclic path contains a location in S. Locations in a cutset are cutpoints. In our example, paths π 1 and π 2 are cyclic, {l 1 } is a cutset and thus l 1 is a cutpoint. Let P be a transition system with initial location ℓ 0 , and S a cutset of P. We call the control-flow-graph of P induced by S the graph whose nodes are N = {ℓ 0 } ∪ S, and such that for every path π i j in the transition system connecting two locations ℓ i and ℓ j of N there exists a directed edge ℓ i , ℓ j , π i j . Note that therefore, every edge of the graph has an associated path in the transition system. For a given strongly connected component (SCC) s of the control-flow-graph, its initiation paths are those paths in the transition system that label an edge from a location out of s to a location in s, and its consecution paths are those labeling an edge connecting only locations in s. For instance, the control-flow graph resulting from taking the cutset {l 1 } in our example has two nodes, l 0 and l 1 , with one edge from l 0 to l 1 (π 0 ), and two self-edges at l 1 (π 1 and π 2 ). Thus, the SCC consisting of l 1 has one initiation path (π 0 ), and two consecution paths (π 1 and π 2 ).
Constraint-Based Invariant Generation
Here we review the constraint-based invariant generation approach [CSS03] . Let us assume that we have selected all cutpoints, obtained all the SCCs and identified all respective initiation and consecution paths. The following well-known theorem establishes sufficient conditions for a set of properties to be invariant at the cutpoints: 
Further, S is unsatisfiable iff the inequality 1 ≤ 0 can thus be derived. Therefore, Farkas' Lemma allows one to transform an ∃∀ problem into an ∃ problem. If all a i j and b i are known values, the resulting satisfiability problem is an SMT problem over linear arithmetic. Otherwise, an SMT problem over non-linear arithmetic is obtained. Moreover, if one is interested in linear invariants with integer coefficients, as some unknowns are integer (the invariant coefficients) and some are real (the multipliers λ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ m ), an SMT problem in mixed arithmetic is obtained. However, as Farkas' Lemma applies to reals, one may lose some inductive invariants, namely those that only hold using the fact that the program variables are integers.
Array Invariants
In this section we present a constraint-based technique for generating array invariants for loop programs without nesting. Moreover, programs are assumed to contain linear expressions in assignments, if and while conditions, as well as in array accesses.
The idea of the method is, similarly as in [CSS03] , to express the conditions of Theorem 1 as algebraic constraints on the parameters of a prefixed invariant template. In order to provide the reader with intuition on how this is achieved, let us consider again the example in Figure 1 . In this program, an array A is filled with zeros from the middle outwards, moving alternatively to the left and to the right. Let us show that property P ≡ ∀α : 0 ≤ α < r − l − 1 :
First of all, let us prove that initiation paths (namely, π 0 ) entail the property. In particular, we have to prove that 1 l ′ = 4 ∧ r ′ = 5 → P ′ . This is trivial, since l ′ = 4 and 1 From now on, program variables and their primed versions are universally quantified. r ′ = 5 imply that r ′ − l ′ − 1 is 0, i.e., the domain of the universally quantified variable α in P ′ is empty. In general, our invariant generation method is aimed at universally quantified formulas, and we ensure that initiation paths imply the invariants by forcing that the domains of the universally quantified variables are empty.
Secondly, let us prove that consecution paths (i.e., π 1 and π 2 ) preserve the property. For example, for π 1 we have to prove that
Now notice that the expression r ′ − l ′ − 1, which determines the domain of α in P ′ , also has the property that r
This means that, after π 1 , the domain of α has exactly one new element, α = r −l−1. First, let us see that, after the path, property
holds for the other values of α, i.e., α ∈ {0, . . . , r − l − 2}. Indeed this is the case:
In conclusion, P ′ holds. In general, our invariant generation method will require that, after each consecution path, at most one new element is added to the domain of our universally quantified invariant, and that the contents of the arrays involved in the invariant are not changed after the path.
Back to the example, as regards π 2 we have to prove that
Again, the expression r ′ −l ′ −1 also satisfies that r ′ −l ′ −1 = r−(l−1)−1 = (r−l−1)+1. Hence the domain of α has exactly one new element. But unlike in the previous case, l changes its value. To prove P ′ from P, it is convenient to rewrite P so that array accesses are expressed in terms of
Thus P ′ holds. Apart from proving that P is invariant, we may also want to check that the array accesses that occur in it are correct. As regards initiation paths, since the domain of α after π 0 is empty, there is nothing to check. Regarding consecution paths, for example for π 1 we have to see that
where for the sake of simplicity we have ignored the array variable. Now, given that array accesses are linear functions in α, it is sufficient to check correctness for α = 0 and α = r ′ − l ′ − 2, i.e., that the above premises entail l
Let us assume that we have already looked for linear inequality invariants over scalar variables (e.g., with the techniques in [CSS03, CH78] ), and have found that l ≤ r − 1 is a loop invariant. Adding this invariant to the transition relation suffices to prove the above implication. A similar argument applies for π 2 .
In general, our invariant generation method guarantees that the array accesses occurring in the synthesized invariants are correct. As in the example, this is achieved by ensuring that the accesses of the extreme values of universally quantified variables are correct. Since this often requires arithmetic properties of the scalar variables of the program, in practice it is convenient that, prior to the application of our array invariant generation techniques, a linear relationship analysis for the scalar variables has already been carried out.
Invariant Generation for Programs with Arrays
Let a = (A 1 , . . . , A m ) be the tuple of array variables. Given a positive integer k > 0, our method generates invariants of the form
where C, E i j and B are linear polynomials with integer coefficients over the scalar vari-
This template covers a quite general family of properties. See Section 5 for a sample of diverse programs for which we can successfully produce useful invariants and which cannot be handled by already existing techniques.
The invariant generation process at the cutpoint of the unnested loop under consideration is split into three steps, in order to make the approach computationally feasible:
1. Expressions C are generated such that the domain {0 . . . C − 1} is empty after every initiation path reaching the cutpoint, and C does not change or is increased by one after every consecution path. This guarantees that any property universally quantified with this domain holds after all initiation paths and the domain includes at most one more element after every consecution path. We avoid the synthesis of different expressions that under the known information define the same domain. In the running example, we generate C(l, r) = r − l − 1.
2. For every expression C obtained in the previous step and for every array A i , linear expressions d i α+E i over the scalar variables are generated such that:
is a correct access for all α in {0 . . . C − 1}; (ii) none of the already considered positions in the quantified property is changed after any execution of the consecution paths; and (iii), after every consecution path, either E i does not change or its value is E i − d i . Namely, if C does not change, then E ′ i = E i ensures that the invariant is preserved. Otherwise, the invariant has to be extended for a new value of α. If E i does not change, from the previous condition for all α ∈ {0, . . . , C − 1} we have
. So we will try to extend the invariant with α = C.
. So we will try to extend the invariant with α = 0. In the running example, we generate d = 1 and E = l + 1.
3. For the selected C we choose k expressions E i j for every array A i among the generated E i , such that for each consecution path either all selected E i j remain the same after the path, or all have as new value E i j − d i j after the path. Then, in order to generate invariant properties we just need to find integer coefficients a i j and b α and an expression B such that, depending on the case, either the property is fulfilled when α = C at the end of all consecution paths that increase C or it is fulfilled when α = 0 at the end of all consecution paths that increase C. Further, B and b α have to fulfill that the quantified property is maintained for α ∈ {0 . . . C − 1}, assuming that the contents of the already accessed positions are not modified. Next we formalize all these conditions, which ensure that every solution to the last phase provides an invariant, and show how to encode them as SMT problems.
While for scalar linear templates the conditions of Theorem 1 can be directly transformed into constraints over the parameters [CSS03] , this is no longer the case for our template of array invariants. To this end we particularize Theorem 1 in a form that is suitable for the constraint-based invariant generation method. The proof of this specialized theorem, given in detail below, mimics the proof of invariance of the running example given at the beginning of this section.
Let π 
For all consecution paths
, and by condition 4 either ρ π
We distinguish three cases:
By condition 5, we can replace A ′ i by A i in the given domain, and hence we have to show that ∀α : 0 ≤ α ≤ C − 1 :
Then, since the array part coincides with the one of the assumption, we can replace it in both places by some fresh variable x. Now it suffices to show that, assuming x + B + b α α ≤ 0, we have x + B ′ + b α α ≤ 0 for all value of x, which follows from the premises and condition 7. 
The first part holds as before by the premises and conditions 5 and 7, and the second part holds by the premises and condition 6. 
For the first one, replacing α by α+1 we have
B ′ +b α (α+1) ≤ 0, which holds by applying conditions 5 and 7 as before. The second part holds again by the premises and condition 6, using the fact that
⊓ ⊔
As we have described, our invariant generation method consists of three phases. The first phase looks for expressions C satisfying conditions 1 and 2. The second one provides, for every generated C and for every array A i , expressions E i with their corresponding integers d i that fulfill conditions 3, 4 and 5. Note that, to satisfy condition 4, we need to record for each expression and path whether we have
as to ensure that all expressions E i j have the same behavior. Finally, in the third phase we have to find coefficients a i j and b α and an expression B fulfilling conditions 6 and 7.
Solutions to all three phases are obtained by encoding the conditions of Theorem 3 into SMT problems in non-linear arithmetic thanks to Farkas' Lemma. Note that, because of array updates, transition relations may not be conjunctions of literals. As in practice the guarded array information is useless until the last phase, in the first two phases we use the unconditional part of a transition relation ρ, i.e., the part of ρ that is a conjunction of literals, denoted by U(ρ).
Encoding Phase 1
Let C be c 1 v 1 + . . . + c n v n + c n+1 , where v are the scalar variables and c are the integer unknowns. Then conditions 1 and 2 can be expressed as:
We cannot apply Farkas' Lemma directly due to the disjunction in the conclusion of the second condition. To solve this, we move one of the two literals into the premise and negate it. As the literal becomes a disequality, it can be split into a disjunction of inequalities. Finally, by distributing Farkas' Lemma can be applied and an existentially quantified SMT problem in non-linear arithmetic is obtained. We also encode the condition that each newly generated C must be different from all previously generated expressions at the cutpoint, considering all already known scalar invariants.
Encoding Phase 2
Here, for each C obtained in the previous phase and for each array A i , we generate expressions E i and integers d i that satisfy conditions 3 and 5, and also condition 4 as a single expression and not combined with the other expressions. The encoding of condition 3 is direct using Farkas' Lemma. Now let us sketch the encoding of condition 4. Let E i be e 1 v 1 +. . .+e n v n +e n+1 , where e are integer unknowns. Then, as E i is considered isolatedly, we need
To apply Farkas' Lemma, we use a similar transformation as for condition 2. In addition, it is imposed that the newly generated expressions are different from the previous ones. Regarding condition 5, the encoding is rather different. In this case, for every consecution path π , we ensure that
To avoid generating useless expressions, we add in the encoding a condition stating that if E ′ i = E i then for every consecution path where C is incremented, there is at least an access A i [W] in the path such that
, then for every consecution path where C is incremented, there is at least an access A i [W] in the path such that W = E ′ i .
Encoding Phase 3
Condition 7 is straightforward. Regarding condition 6, the encoding does not need nonlinear arithmetic, but requires to handle arrays:
Here, the use of the guarded array information is crucial. However, since we want to apply Farkas' Lemma, array accesses have to be replaced by new universally quantified integer variables. In order to avoid losing too much information, we add the array read semantics after the replacement; i. 
Extensions
Relaxations on Domains
Let us consider the following program: -The domain of the universally quantified variable α cannot be forced to be initially empty. In this example, when the loop is entered, both invariants already hold for α = 0, 1. This can be handled by applying our invariant generation method as described in Section 3.1, and for each computed invariant trying to extend the property for decreasing values of α = −1, −2, etc. as much as possible. Finally, a shift of α is performed so that the domain of α begins at 0 and the invariant can be presented in the form of Section 3.1. -The domain of the universally quantified variable α cannot be forced to increase at most one by one at each loop iteration. For instance, in this example at each iteration the invariants hold for two new positions of the array. Thus, for a fixed parameter ∆, Condition 2 in Theorem 3 must be replaced by ρ π
In this example, taking ∆ = 2 is required. Further, conditions 4b, 6 and 7 must also be extended accordingly in the natural way.
Sorted Arrays
The program below implements binary search: given a non-decreasingly sorted array A and a value x, it determines whether there is a position in A containing x: 
For all consecution paths π
By means of the previous theorem, (an equivalent version of) the desired invariants can be discovered. However, to the best of our knowledge, results on the synthesis of invariants for programs with sorted arrays are not reported in the literature. See Section 5 for other examples that can be handled by means of this extension.
Experimental Evaluation
The method presented in Sections 3 and 4 has been implemented in the tool CppInv 2 . For solving the generated constraints, we use the Barcelogic SMT solver [BNO + 08] . As discussed in Section 2.2, after applying Farkas' Lemma an SMT problem for mixed non-linear arithmetic is obtained. For this theory, Barcelogic has proved to be very effective in finding solutions [BLO + 12]; e.g., it won the division of quantifier-free nonlinear integer arithmetic (QF NIA) in the 2009 edition of the SMT-COMP competition (www.smtcomp.org/2009). , and since then no other competing solver in this division has solved as many problems.
In addition to the examples already shown in this paper, CppInv automatically generates array invariants for a number of different programs. The following table shows some of them, together with the corresponding loop invariants: Loop invariant: Loop invariant: Loop invariant: Loop invariants:
As a final test, we have run CppInv over a collection of programs written by students. The benchmark suite has been taken from an online programming judge (www. jutge.org) and consists of 38 different divide-and-conquer solutions to the problem of finding the first occurrence of an element in a sorted array. These can be considered more realistic code than the examples above (First occurrence program) since most often they are not the most elegant solution but a working solution with many more conditional statements than necessary. For all analyzed programs that are correct our tool was able to find automatically both standard invariants. The time consumed was very different depending on how involved the code is. Anyway, the main problem as regards efficiency is that in its current form our prototype exhaustively generates first all the scalar invariants and then, using all of them, generates all array invariants. Further work is thus needed to heuristically guide the search of the scalar invariants, so that only useful information is inferred. On the other hand, our analysis was able to discover programs that had been accepted via testing by the judge but were in fact incorrect.
Conclusions and Future Work
In short, the contributions of this paper are:
-a new constraint-based method for the generation of universally quantified invariants of array programs. Unlike other techniques, it does not require extra predicates nor assertions. It does not need the user to provide a template either, but it can take advantage of hints by partially instantiating the global template considered here. -extensions of the approach for sorted arrays. To our knowledge, results on the synthesis of invariants for programs with sorted arrays are not reported in the literature. -an implementation of the presented techniques that is freely available. The constraint solving engine of our prototype depends on SMT. Hence, our techniques will directly benefit from any further advances in SMT solving.
For future work, we plan to extend our approach to a broader class of programs. As a first step we plan to relax Theorem 3, so that, e.g., overwriting on positions in which the invariant already holds is allowed. We would also like to handle nested loops, so that for instance sorting algorithms can be analyzed. Another line of work is the extension of the family of properties that our approach can discover as invariants. E.g., a possibility could be considering disjunctive properties, or allowing quantifier alternation. The former allows analyzing algorithms such as sentinel search, while the latter is necessary to express that the output of a sorting algorithm is a permutation of the input.
Appendix
A Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. First of all, let us remark that arrays are always sorted in non-decreasing order, and that their contents are never changed. This follows by induction from conditions 3 and 7. Moreover, it can also be seen from conditions 2 and 4 that C ≥ 0 is an invariant property. Now, we will show that the property in the statement of the theorem holds after every initiation path reaching our cutpoint and that it is maintained after every consecution path going back to the cutpoint.
The first condition easily holds applying 2, since we have that ρ π I r ⇒ C ′ = 0 for every initiation path π I r , which implies ∀α : 0 
